Researchers have used direct electrical brain stimulation to treat a range of neurological and psychiatric disorders. However, for brain stimulation to be maximally effective, clinicians and researchers should optimize stimulation parameters according to desired outcomes. To examine how different kinds of stimulation affect human brain activity, we compared the changes in neuronal activity that resulted from stimulation at a range of frequencies, amplitudes, and locations with direct human brain recordings. We recorded human brain activity directly with electrodes that were implanted in widespread regions across 106 neurosurgical epilepsy patients while systematically stimulating across a range of parameters and locations. Overall, stimulation most often had an inhibitory effect on neuronal activity, consistent with earlier work. When stimulation excited neuronal activity, it most often occurred from high-frequency stimulation. These effects were modulated by the location of the stimulating electrode, with stimulation sites near white matter more likely to cause excitation and sites near gray matter more likely to inhibit neuronal activity. By characterizing how different stimulation parameters produced specific neuronal activity patterns on a large scale, our results help guide clinicians and researchers when designing stimulation protocols to cause precisely targeted changes in human brain activity.
Introduction 1 Direct electrical stimulation shows potential as a treatment for a variety of neurological conditions and 2 as a tool for studying neuropsychiatric disorders and cognition. However, we do not yet have a detailed 3 understanding of the widespread neuronal effects that result from different types of stimulation. The 4 goal of our study was to examine this issue by characterizing at a large scale how different types of 5 brain stimulation modulate directly recorded human neuronal activity. 6 For years, direct electrical stimulation has been used to effectively treat motor disorders, such of stimulation sites (n = 98) that were located in seizure onset zones (Fig. 2) . All main frequency-179 and amplitude-related effects continued to be significant in this restricted analysis, confirming our 180 main results. 181 White matter categorization. We categorized each stimulation site as either being in/near white 182 matter or in gray matter to determine the impact of white matter on the effects of stimulation. 183 We estimated the white matter near each stimulation site by counting the number of white matter 184 vertices within 3 Talairach units of the midpoint of the stimulation anode and cathode. We used 185 Freesurfer white matter segmentation of patients' T1 MRI scan to determine white matter vertex 186 locations [Solomon et al., 2018] . We then categorized stimulation sites as near white matter or in 187 gray matter by splitting the number of white matter vertices surrounding stimulation sites along the 188 median of the distribution. 189 Data Availability. Raw electrophysiogical data used in this study are available at http://memory. 190 psych.upenn.edu/Electrophysiological˙Data. 191 
Results

192
The goal of our study was to characterize the effects of different types of direct electrical brain stimu-193 lation on ongoing neuronal activity in humans. Here, we recorded intracranial electroencephalographic 194 (iEEG) activity from widespread electrodes while delivering electrical stimulation at different locations, 195 frequencies, and amplitudes as patients rested quietly. To assess the effect of stimulation on neuronal 196 activity, we measured the amplitude of signals in the high-frequency-activity (HFA) range (30-100 Hz), 197 which is an iEEG signal that correlates with the mean level of spiking activity across a local neuronal 198 population [Manning et al., 2009 , Watson et al., 2018 , Fries et al., 2007 , Miller et al., 2009 . 199 Effects of stimulation at low and high frequencies.
To illustrate the neuronal effects from stim-200 ulation at different frequencies, we first show data from an example subject who received electrical 201 stimulation in one location at four frequencies: 10, 50, 100, and 200 Hz. Each frequency was tested 202 96 times at each amplitude. To measure the effect of stimulation at each frequency on neuronal 203 activity, we computed the mean spectral power in the HFA band at each recording electrode in a 204 500-ms interval before and after each stimulation trial (Fig. 1A) . In many cases we found statistically 205 reliable changes in HFA as a result of stimulation at a particular frequency (e.g., see Figure 1B -C; 206 z = 5.47, p<10 −6 , signed-rank test, uncorrected). The HFA changes from stimulation were often 207 present at multiple recording electrodes. This extent of these HFA changes is illustrated in Figure   208 1D, which shows that this subject had widespread electrodes that showed significantly decreased HFA 209 power when 10-Hz, 1-mA stimulation was applied at a site in the left lateral temporal lobe. 210 To quantify the changes in HFA power that resulted from each type of stimulation, we computed 211 the mean power change across stimulation trials for each recording electrode (Fig. 1E ), excluding sites 212 showing artifacts (see Methods). For this site, 10-Hz stimulation at 1 mA caused a significant decrease 213 in mean HFA power across electrodes (z = −7.59, p<10 -10 , signed-rank test, uncorrected; Fig. 1E ). 214 Notably, the recording electrodes that showed significant changes in HFA power included locations 215 both proximal and distal to the stimulation site, even in contralateral areas (Fig. 1D) , which might 216 be considered surprising in light of previous studies that focused on the local effects of stimulation 217 [Limousin et al., 1995 , Dostrovsky et al., 2000 , Logothetis et al., 2010 . We next examined whether a similar pattern of HFA changes was present for stimulation at other 219 frequencies in this subject. Figure 1B shows the pattern of HFA power changes that resulted from 220 200-Hz, 1-mA stimulation at this same site. In contrast to the 10-Hz stimulation, here we instead 221 found HFA power increases ( Fig. 1I ). This HFA power increase was robust at the level of individual 222 electrodes ( Fig. 1H ; z = 5.03, p<10 -5 , signed-rank test, uncorrected) as well as at the group level 223 across this subject's brain ( Fig. 1J we also found similar patterns of results in other subjects ( Fig. S1 ), we next characterized this effect 227 at the group level.
228
Population analysis of the effects of stimulation frequency and amplitude. To characterize the 229 effects of stimulation with different parameters across our dataset, we computed the proportion of all 230 recording electrodes that showed significant HFA decreases or increases for each unique combination 231 of stimulation site, frequency, and amplitude. Figure 2A illustrates, for each stimulation parameter, 232 the percentage of recording electrodes that showed significant HFA power decreases averaged across 233 stimulation sites. HFA decreases were most prevalent for stimulation at low frequencies and high 234 amplitudes. This pattern was present for both depth and surface stimulation sites. When stimulating 235 surface electrodes at high amplitudes, HFA decreases were prevalent for all frequencies.
To assess the reliability of these effects statistically, we used a linear mixed-effects (LME) model ., 2008] . We used the LME 243 model to analyze the distributions of HFA power changes across the dataset ( Fig. 2A) , and the results 244 confirmed that the frequency and amplitude dependence of HFA power decreases mentioned above 245 were statistically reliable for both depth electrodes (all z s=3.39-4.87; all p's< 10 −3 for effects of 246 frequency, amplitude, and their interaction) and surface electrodes (z s=1.9-3.34; all p's< 0.05, see 247 Table S4 ).
248
We also used the LME model to examine the parameter dependence of stimulation-induced HFA 249 power increases. Figure 2B shows the mean percentages of recording electrodes that showed significant 250 HFA power increases following stimulation at various parameters. Stimulation on depth electrodes at 251 high frequencies and high amplitudes was most closely linked to increases in HFA power. The LME 252 model confirmed that this effect was robust for depth electrodes, by showing significant effects of 253 stimulation frequency on HFA power as well as a frequency × amplitude interaction (both p's < 0.05, 254 see Table S4 ). This finding that higher stimulation currents are associated with broader HFA power 255 increases is consistent with the earlier finding that higher currents are associated with more widespread 256 phosphenes in the visual cortex [Winawer and Parvizi, 2016] . In contrast, for surface electrodes, HFA 257 increases were most prevalent for high-frequency stimulation and low amplitudes (all z s= 0.82-1.80; 258 p s > 0.05 see Table S4 ).
259 Figure 2C summarizes these results. Overall HFA decreases were more prevalent than increases, 260 regardless of stimulation frequency and electrode type. Further, stimulation on depth electrodes at 261 high and low frequencies, respectively, was associated with HFA increases and decreases (LME model:
262
HFA increase/decrease × Frequency: z = 3.55; p = 0.0004). Notably, for stimulation on surface 263 electrodes, we observed different patterns of frequency dependence for high versus low amplitudes.
264
Whereas high-frequency surface stimulation at high amplitudes rarely caused HFA increases, at lower 265 amplitudes, high-frequency stimulation often caused HFA power increases (see above LME model 266 results).
267
While these trends were robust statistically, we observed that the HFA power changes showed vari-268 ability across individual stimulation sites (e.g., Fig. 2D ). To measure this variability, we quantitatively Both sites were stimulated at 200Hz and 0.75mA. Left brain map indicates data for a stimulation site near white matter, which caused significant HFA power increases on 4 recording electrodes (dark red). The right brain map shows data from stimulation at a site in gray matter, which caused a significant decrease in HFA power on 8 recording electrodes (dark blue). Far left panel, coronal MRI image showing the precise location of these two stimulation sites, labeled 1 and 2 corresponding to the left (white) and right (gray) brain maps, respectively. (B) Brain map of HFA responses to stimulation near white and in gray matter in example Patient 34. Both sites were stimulated at 200 Hz and 1 mA. Plot format follows panel A. (C) Group-level analysis, illustrating the percent of recording electrodes across the entire dataset that showed significant HFA power increases and decreases for white-and gray-matter stimulation. Gray dashed line indicates chance . Error bars: ±1 SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01. Titiz et al., 2017] . Modeling and animal studies demonstrated that bipolar stimulation creates an electrical potential field between and around the anode and cathode of the stimulation site that 283 activates elements within the activated volume [McIntyre et al., 2004b , Histed et al., 2009 , Lujan 284 et al., 2013 . Based on these models, we hypothesized that stimulation applied in proximity to white-285 matter tracts would have different neuronal effects compared to stimulation in gray matter.
286
To compare the physiology of white-versus gray-matter stimulation on a large scale, we investi-287 gated how the proximity of the stimulation site to white matter correlates with the resulting change 288 in HFA power. We first classified each depth stimulation site according to whether it was in white 289 or gray matter, based on its mean proximity to white matter tracts (see Methods), and separately 290 compared the HFA changes for each group. Figures 3A and B show data from two patients who were 291 each stimulated at two nearby sites, one labeled as white matter (labeled # 1) and labeled as gray 292 matter (# 2). Both subjects showed HFA decreases when stimulation was applied at the gray-matter 293 site and, inversely, HFA increases for stimulation at the white-matter site. 294 We next performed a group-level analysis of the relation of white and gray matter on HFA changes 295 from stimulation. We focused this analysis on stimulation parameters in the range of 100-200 Hz 296 and 0.5-1 mA, which were chosen as the parameters most likely to cause HFA increases. We then 297 compared the prevalence of HFA power changes across sites in white (n=70) and gray matter (n=61).
298
Stimulation at white-matter sites caused a greater rate of HFA increases compared to sites in grey mat-299 ter ( Fig. 3C ). Inversely, gray-matter stimulation caused HFA power decreases at more sites compared 300 to white-matter stimulation. Analyzing the prevalence of each type of HFA change with a two-way 301 ANOVA, we confirmed that there was a statistically significant interaction between the white-or gray-302 matter location of stimulation and the prevalence of HFA increases and decreases (F(1,1) = 6.55; p 303 = 0.01).
304
Spatial spread of neuronal activity changes from stimulation. We next examined the spatial 305 spread of stimulation-induced changes in HFA. To do this, we measured the prevalence of HFA in- recording electrodes that showed HFA increases. Although HFA increases were generally less prevalent 310 than decreases, the prevalence of HFA decreases fell off more drastically with distance to the stimu-311 lation site as compared to HFA increases (LME model: Distance × Direction interaction: z = 5.62, 312 p < 10 −9 , see Table S4 ). 313 We compared the spatial spread of HFA increases and decreases separately for depth and surface 314 stimulation ( Fig. 4A ). Stimulation at both depth and surface sites showed that the prevalence of HFA 315 decreases diminished with distance at approximately the same rate, but HFA decreases from surface 316 stimulation are more prevalent across the brain (Depth vs. surface: F(1) = 5.52, p=0.01; Distance × 317 depth/surface interaction: F(4,1) = 1.21, p=0.30, two-way ANOVA). Inversely, HFA power increases 318 from depth stimulation were more prevalent and showed a distance effect than increases from surface 319 stimulation (Depth vs. surface: F(1) = 7.77, p=0.005; Distance × depth/surface interaction: F(4,1) 320 = 2.25, p=0.06, two-way ANOVA).
321
Next we examined the role of stimulation frequency on the distance dependence of HFA power 322 changes ( Fig. 4B ). For all frequencies, HFA power decreases were most prevalent at recording elec-323 trodes near the stimulation site. This effect was significantly larger for stimulation at low frequencies 324 (LME model: Distance × Frequency: z = −4.26, p = 0.00002). A related drop-off with distance 325 was also present for the sites that showed HFA power increases (right panel); however, this effect was 326 most prevalent for 200-Hz stimulation (Distance × Frequency: z = −2.72, p = 0.006, LME model). We also examined the role of stimulation amplitude in the distance dependence of HFA changes 328 ( Fig. 4C ). As in the above analyses, the prevalence of HFA changes decreased with distance from the 329 stimulation site. However, the rate of this fall-off inversely correlated with stimulation amplitude. For 330 low stimulation amplitudes, HFA decreases were present at ∼5% electrodes with distances ≥30 mm 331 from the stimulation site, but for amplitudes at ≥1 mA, ∼10% of electrodes spaced at ≥30 mm showed 332 HFA decreases. The interaction between distance and amplitude had a statistically significant effect 333 on the prevalence of HFA decreases (Distance × Amplitude interaction: z = -3.08; p = 0.002, LME 334 model). This indicates that larger stimulation amplitudes increase the spatial spread of stimulation-335 induced HFA decreases. This type of distance dependence was not evident in the sites that showed 336 HFA increases from stimulation ( Fig. 4C, right panel) .
337
Finally, we analyzed the spatial spread of HFA power changes from white-versus gray-matter stim-338 ulation (Fig. 4D ). This analysis showed that the spatial spread of HFA decreases was more prevalent 339 across the brain when stimulation was applied near gray matter matter (left panel: White vs. Grey
340
Matter: F(1) = 4.46, p = 0.04; Distance × Matter interaction: F(4,1) = 0.41, p=0.8, two-way 341 ANOVA), and an opposite effect was present for HFA increases, which were more prevalent when found immediately surrounding the stimulation site, which could have been indicative of artifact.
365
To statistically characterize HFA resetting, we identified the recording electrodes that showed a 366 significant decrease in the variance of HFA power from pre-to post-stimulation (F test, p < 0.05) with 367 no change in mean (t test, p > 0.05). Analogous to the above analyses, we computed the proportions 368 of electrodes that showed significant resetting for each combination of stimulation frequency and 369 amplitude (Fig. 5C ). This analysis suggested that HFA resetting for each stimulation site is dependent 370 on stimulation frequency (both p s <10 -4 , for depth and surface stimulation, see Table S4 ). The LME 371 model did not show a significant dependence for the prevalence of HFA resetting according to the 372 stimulation amplitude (Depth: p = 0.22; Surface: p = 0.61) or the interaction between frequency 373 and amplitude (Depth: p = 0.24; Surface: p = 0.08).
374
We also examined the prevalence of HFA resetting as a function of distance to the stimulation 375 site. HFA resetting was greater at recording electrodes closer to the stimulation site. For electrodes 376 near the stimulation site, the prevalence of resetting was significantly less than that of HFA power 377 decreases and greater than the prevalence of HFA power increases (LME model, Distance × Resetting 378 vs. Increase vs. Decrease: z = 2.4, p = 0.007; Fig. 5D ). Additionally, we found that the prevalence of 379 HFA resetting was greater for stimulation in white rather than gray matter (White vs. Grey Matter:
380
F(1) = 4.01, p = 0.04; Distance × Matter interaction: F(4,1) = 0.58, p=0.67, two-way ANOVA).
381
In light of its distinctive characteristics, these results indicate that stimulation-induced HFA resetting 382 reflects a distinctive neuronal phenomenon compared to stimulation-induced HFA power increases and 383 decreases.
384
Control analyses of stimulation artifact effects. While one cannot completely separate artifact 385 from physiological signals in clinical iEEG recordings, we took a two-stage approach to identify and 386 mitigate their potential impact on our results. As described in the Methods, we ensured that electrical 387 artifacts from the activation of the stimulator did not impact our HFA power calculations by measuring
388
HFA using temporally precise multitapers at an interval that was separated in time from when the 389 stimulator was active. As shown in Figure S4 , this approach successfully identified reliable patterns of 390 HFA power increases that had different timecourses compared to stimulation artifacts.
391
We also examined whether our results were affected by artifacts related to amplifier saturation.
392
After stimulation concludes, on many electrodes the iEEG recording shows a transient low-frequency 393 deflection. This type of deflection could disrupt accurate power measurement. To minimize the influ-394 ence of this type of artifact on our results, as described in the Methods we removed both individual 395 trials and recording electrodes that exhibited large post-stimulation voltage changes (Fig. S2 ). To 396 further validate that our results were not correlated with this kind of artifact, we also performed the 397 above population analysis ( Fig. 2A,B) using three different artifact-rejection thresholds (Fig. S6 ).
398
The relationship between HFA changes and stimulation parameters remained present for all thresh-399 olds (Table S4 ). This indicates that the HFA changes we found are not a result of post-stimulation 400 artifacts because these artifacts were removed at different rates across thresholds. We also measured 401 the prevalence of artifacts for each combination of stimulation amplitude and frequency (Table. S3 ).
402
Because artifact rates, unlike HFA, did not substantially vary across stimulation parameters, it ad-403 ditionally supports our view that the frequency dependence of HFA changes we observed was not a 404 result of stimulation artifacts.
405
Discussion
406
Clinicians and researchers are increasingly interested in brain stimulation because it provides a way to 407 directly modulate ongoing brain activity to support various goals including treatment of neurological 408 disorders. However, for brain stimulation to be used optimally, stimulation should be targeted precisely broadest level, our findings support the idea that the effective use of brain stimulation should consider 456 neuron organization, thresholds, and neurotransmitters of an area to better predict the downstream 457 effects of stimulation [Ranck Jr, 1975] . This variation that we found in the responses to stimulation at 458 different sites might help explain prior studies that showed diverse perceptual and behavioral responses We found that inhibitory and excitatory effects were relatively more likely from stimulation in 466 gray and white matter, respectively. This result adds to a growing body of literature emphasizing 467 that behavioral and electrophysiological outcomes depend on the proximity of stimulation to struc-468 tural connections. In particular, many studies showed that positive behavioral outcomes result from 469 stimulation in white rather than gray matter. In particular, studies reported improvement of mem-470 ory specificity and depression symptoms when applying stimulation to white matter rather than gray 2014], which is also consistent with our results. Given these similarities, our results support the 500 approach of customizing non-invasive stimulation parameters for each individual, as we found with 501 invasive stimulation.
502
Although electrical stimulation can cause substantial artifacts in neural recordings, we have reason to believe that artifacts are not driving our results. We applied an established method of artifact rejec-504 tion (see Methods; Solomon et al. [2018] ) and showed that our main results persist irrespective of the 505 particular level of artifact rejection that we applied (Fig. S6 ). An additional reason we have confidence 506 that our results reflect neural signals is because our characterization of HFA changes matches the fre-507 quency dependence seen in animals [Logothetis et al., 2010] . Additionally, the stimulation-induced 508 HFA changes we found also interact with neuroanatomy-HFA increases were more prevalent when 509 stimulating white rather than gray matter-which is a pattern that is unlikely to appear as the result 510 of electrical artifacts.
511
A focus of many types of brain stimulation is to recapitulate a target neuronal pattern. There is widespread and growing interest in using brain stimulation for various research, clinical, and 532 practical purposes [Borchers et al., 2012, Ezzyat and Rizzuto, 2018] . In many cases, the stimulation 533 parameters that are chosen for a given task are modeled after the ones used in other protocols or in 534 other subjects [Lozano et al., 2019] . Our work supports a tailored approach to choosing stimulation 535 parameters, by customizing the parameters for each person based on how different types of stimulation 536 affects their own ongoing brain signals as well as the electrophysiological pattern of interest. By To test whether a subject showed the same response pattern across different stimulation sites, we computed the intraclass correlation coefficent (ICC) between HFA patterns produced by different stimulation sites. A significant ICC indicates that a similar brain-wide HFA pattern was created by stimulating at different locations in the same subject. This plot illustrates, for each frequency and amplitude, the percentage of subjects that showed similar response patterns across different stimulation sites (as identified with a significant positive ICC). This analysis showed that, on average, 16% of subjects show similar HFA patterns for multiple stimulation sites. Because of this above-chance similarity across stimulation sites, we conducted subject-level analyses of the effects of stimulation, rather than stimulation site-level analyses as in Figure 2. (B) Subject-level analysis of the mean percent of recording electrodes that showed significant HFA decreases for each combination of stimulation frequency and amplitude, separately computed for depth (left) and surface (right) stimulation. LME modeling shows a similar pattern of statistical effects as in Figure 2A (see Table S4 ). (C) Subject-level analysis of the mean percent of recording electrodes that show significant HFA increases for each combination of stimulation parameters. Again, LME modeling shows similar results as Figure 2B . (D) Subject-level analysis that is analogous to Figure 2C . Direction of HFA change × Frequency interaction: z = 3.21; p = 0.0006, LME model). (E) Subject-level analysis that is analogous to Figure 2D . These distributions differ significantly (z = −3.82, p < 10 −3 , rank-sum test). Mean percent recording sites Figure S6 : Effects of different artifact-rejection thresholds on HFA power: Population-level analysis.
(A) Analysis of the percent of recording sites where HFA significantly increased or decreased for when using a 1-SD artifact-rejection threshold. With this threshold we excluded 29% of recording electrodes and 28% of stimulation trials on the remaining electrodes. LME model analysis confirmed a similar relationship between HFA changes and stimulation parameters as in Figure 2A ,B (see Table S4 ). (B) Same analysis as our main population results in Figure 2 using a 2-SD artifact-rejection threshold. With this threshold, we excluded 10% of recording electrodes and 12% of trials on the remaining electrodes. (C) Same analysis as above, but using a 3-SD artifactrejection threshold. Here, we excluded 6% of recording electrodes and 5% of trials on remaining electrodes. LME model analysis confirmed a similar relationship between HFA changes and stimulation parameters as in Figure 2A ,B (see Table S4 ). ; Hipp: hippocampus. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of bipolar contacts in each area for both clinically determined epileptic regions and stimulation sites. Columns labeled "Low-" and "high-frequency effects" indicates the average number of recording electrodes in each subject that show significant HFA increases or decreases, averaged across stimulation sites and amplitudes for low-(10-50 Hz) and high-frequency (100-200 Hz) stimulation, respectively. Table S2 : Number of stimulation sites across subjects. (A) Number of total stimulation sites used in population analyses across subjects for each combination of frequency and amplitude. (B) Number of stimulation and recording sites in each brain region across subjects.
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